IDAHO AND OREGON BREAK EVEN

Idaho WINS Second Game of the Season. First on Home Floor.

By a narrow margin, Oregon managed to come out in the first game, played Wednesday night, by the score of nineteen to fifteen. Idaho made a strong bid in the second half running up ten points to Oregon's eight, but the lead was too much and the score ended with Idaho on the little end, nineteen to fifteen. It was nearly ten minutes until either scored.

In the first half Bradshaw made two baskets, Walker, Boyen and Fenton made two each for Oregon, while McNett made two and Jardine one for Idaho. In the second half McNett piled up three, Kynimson, Walker, Fenton and Rice each one. McNett came back strong in this game after laying out of the best two games on account of the injury to his head received in the last Washington game. Walker played the best game for the visitors. Fenton seemed to be built all the way right up to the game, but did not play near the same he did during the past two seasons.

Following is the way the teams lined up:

Idaho .... Walker F F McNett
          Boyen F Kynimson
          Fenton C Jardine
          Summers (2) C Mitchell

Bradshaw Team

Summary: Field baskets--McNett 5, Kynimson 2, Walker 2, Hoke 2, Rice 2, Free throws--McNett 0, Hoke 0, Fenton 1, Fenton 0, F. Oregon 0, Idaho 0, Referee--Edmonson, Timers--Brooks and Hoke.

In the second game, Idaho was always in the lead. The team out on more work and played the best half they have shown during the entire season. Every man on the team made one basket and McNett slammed in two. The first half-cadence nine to Idaho's favor. The Oregon team missed half the time, most of the players hitting more or less used up, due to the long trip. Fenton did not start the game. Bradshaw played the first few minutes until Bill Hoke saw the Idaho men getting away with his team when he sent Fenton in. Fenton walked with a very respectable limping line that was unable to slow down Idaho.

McNett made six out of the six. (Continued from page 5.)

W. S. C. Leads Conference.

Following is the standing of the conference basketball teams:

           W. S. C.        P. C.
           W. S. C.        Washington
           A. C.          Oregon
           Oregon

Idaho 13 154

Idaho is the team to consolidate her schedule, finishing in second by missing W. S. C. here Thursday night.

MACADAMS WINS DEWEY PRIZE

Idaho Debaters Chosen For Gonzaga Western Tournament, Whitman Debates.

By capturing first place in the debate troop last Saturday, Harry McAdams, "44, law, won the $25 each wide open debate and the big social event which is to be held this Friday evening at Seattle's hall. "It was the original intention to hold this dance in the gymnasium, but owing to the poor condition of the floor, and the fact the canvas is not much advantage, we decided that it would be better to hold the dance down town, where the hall, although a little small, has an excellent floor," said the major.

The decoration committee, under Captain Carlson of Company E, and composed of Lieutenants Grover and Baxandall, Sergeant Christensen, Hulse and Mitchell have already been made to arrange a court for an artistic effect. "We have made two large flags, twenty by sixty feet, one from the University and one from J. J. Day, and also considerable hunting from the military department and from different commercial houses," said Captain Carlson. We are also planning in having military tents on the terrace from which refreshments will probably be served. It is instructive we are going to try to arrange the orchestra in the balcony," he continued.

Jack Adams, first lieutenant and adjutant, is chairman of the refreshment committee composed of Lieutenant Sergeant Holman and Captain Carlson. Homer Youngs, captain of Company C, is chairman of the program and invitation committee composed of Lieutenant Stone and Sergeant Major Thenier.

Captain Danning has charge of the music, and Lieutenant Holaday is at the head of the morhones committee.

It is the intention of Major Jeser to start the grand march here near eight thirty as it can.

MILITARY BALL FRIDAY NIGHT

Bir Dance to Be Held in Eggans Hall, Grant March at 8:30.

Major Line, T. Jessup, general chairman of the Military ball committee, is hard at work arranging for the big social event which is to be held this Friday evening at Seattle's hall. "It was the original intention to hold this dance in the gymnasium, but owing to the poor condition of the floor, and the fact that the canvas is not much advantage, we decided that it would be better to hold the dance downtown, where the hall, although a little small, has an excellent floor," said the major.

The decoration committee, under Captain Carlson of Company E, and composed of Lieutenants Grover and Baxandall, Sergeant Christianson, Hulse and Mitchell have already been made to arrange for an artistic effect. "We have made two large flags, twenty by sixty feet, one from the University and one from J. J. Day, and also considerable hunting from the military department and from different commercial houses," said Captain Carlson. We are also planning in having military tents on the terrace from which refreshments will probably be served. It is instructive we are going to try to arrange the orchestra in the balcony," he continued.

Jack Adams, first lieutenant and adjutant, is chairman of the refreshment committee composed of Lieutenant Sergeant Holman and Captain Carlson. Homer Youngs, captain of Company C, is chairman of the program and invitation committee composed of Lieutenant Stone and Sergeant Major Thenier.

Captain Danning has charge of the music, and Lieutenant Holaday is at the head of the morhones committee.

It is the intention of Major Jeser to start the grand march here near eight thirty as it can.

TRACK PROSPECTS NOT BRIGHT

Coach Edmundson Worried at Lack of Suitable Material.

Track prospect at the university are not very near this season. Of last year's "11 men only one is in college this semester--Phillips for the weights, Whitten for the quarter, Scott for the high jump and pole vault and Harris for the broad and high jumps. Not a single one of the hurdlers, sprints or distance men are here and it seems to be a death of promising material to fill in the vacant places.

However, there are a few new men who are showing up well. Lockhart has shown good speed in the indoor meets during the winter. Morrow of Cofax, who ran a hard race in the fifty yard dash in the intercollegiate meet last spring, and who took second in the broad jump and third in the 220, has entered college and is expected to win some points even this season. Whitten, an "11 man whose recent event is the quarter, will probably enter the dashes as well.

In the hurdles Lockhart has good speed, but not very good form. With proper coaching he may develop into a winner. The loss of Hunter and Walls will be felt keenly in this event. Whitten seems to be the only promiseing man who will be out for the event, and for the half, Rowell for the mile and Downings for the two mile. Whitten has proved his worth as a point winner. Youngs ran a race in the 100 yard dash at the Whitman meet but fell down on the last turn, Rowell as an unknown quantity, not having been out for track before. Downings would be a strong man if the weather and pressure will be brought upon him to do so this spring.

Scott can be depended upon to come a few notches in the high jump and the pole vault. His marks in the latter event are not very high, but he usually manages to place. He is a sure winner in the high jump. Harris has won the broad jump. He won this event and took second in the high jump in the Whitman meet last season. He has the potential ability and will ultimately round into form as a consistent point winner. Phillips is a star weight man. The prospects of the Whitman men in this line Idaho students regret that the hammer throw has been eliminated. (Continued on page 5.)
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Sophomore Class Election.

The sophomore class held a class meeting last week for the purpose of electing class officers and to plan all the social activities. The position of class president was given to James B. Cogan.
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TREES FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO

Forestry Department Recommends Various Specimen Trees

The Forestry Department of the university recommends the following trees for various planting purposes in Idaho:

- Idaho State (Eastern), front, Norway maple, silver maple, black walnut, box elder, aspen, hackberry, willow, cutleaf, and Austrian pine.

Four years ago the forestry department began an experiment to determine what trees are best suited to growing in Idaho and the species thus far have been found satisfactory. About 3,000 trees and seedlings representing 150 species have been set out at the university. Thirteen thousand young trees are now ready for distribution to residents of Idaho at a normal price to be tailored to cost of raising.

The black locust is a hard wood, valuable for shade, for posts, fuel, or any purpose where strong wood is needed. This tree may be planted with success in almost any part of the state below an elevation of 4000 feet. It will grow without irrigation where there is 3 inches of rainfall and will also respond wonderfully to irrigation. Water should be turned off about the first of August so as to permit the wood to harden up before hard freezes come on. The black locust may be grown in thickets for windbreaks, poles or posts, or spaced for shade trees.

The Norway maple is a handsome shade tree which will do well with twenty inches of rainfall or will grow rapidly under irrigation. It is generally frost-hardy. Water should be turned off about the middle of August.

The silver maple is a standard shade tree growing more rapidly but under much the same conditions as the Norway maple.

The black walnut is valuable as a shade tree and also for posts. It may be grown with twenty inches of rainfall or by means of irrigation. Water should be turned off all about the first of August.

The box elder is rapid growing when young, but it is apt to become ill-shapped unless well pruned when older. It should have equal light on both sides, as the tree will incline toward the stronger light. The box elder will do well in Idaho up to elevations of 4500 feet with as little as fifteen inches of rainfall.

The white ash is an excellent hard wood tree for shade, posts, poles, or fuel. It is a valuable tree where strength and elasticity are required. It is hardy up to elevations of 4500 feet, but requires good soil and plenty of moisture.

The red maple is highly ornamental in winter and summer. It is hardy in front areas of all parts of Idaho, but requires good soil and a little more moisture.

For more information and details about planting and care of these trees, please visit the Forestry Department's website or contact them directly.
University Scientists to Toil of Research.

The University of Idaho will be well represented in Seattle next week at a joint meeting of the Engineering and Science section which will be held in that city from Feb. 19 to 21, inclusive. The program, which has just been received in this city, contains a number of papers by the experts of the University of Idaho, covering a range of scientific and engineering subjects.

These gentlemen who will take part in the meeting and the subjects of their papers are as follows:

Professor C. B. Steinman, "Sullumisation Bridges and Continuities."
Professor R. S. McCaffrey, "The Chemistry of a Lead Blast Furnace."
Dr. John A. Kortelae, "Chemical Industries in the Northwest."
Professor J. S. Jones, "What Shall We Teach in Soil Chemistry?"
Professor C. H. Buseck, "Timber Conditions and Tree Growth in the Northern Part of the Kootenays in Washington and Idaho."
Professor J. M. Aldrich, "Recent Afilaments of Mendel's Modern Genetics," and "The University of Idaho.""The Chemistry of a Lead Blast Furnace."
Professor C. H. Buseck, "Some New Finishing Woods and the Processes of Their Preparation."

"Beech Blast" Hunter.

Mr. Platz, the Pacific Coast Inter-collegiate prohibition Secretary will talk to all students interested, Wednesday night at 8:00 o'clock.

The class in the Economics of Boone will also meet in the mathematics room at 7:00 o'clock on Wednesday night. Dr. Steinman is leading this class and he reports that there is still room for two or three more fellows who desire to take up a systematic study of present liquor conditions.

Remember both meetings to be three—six especially.
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Fourteen Button Boots for early wear—brown back, patent and gun metal—also Ten English Walking Boots with low heels and broadening toes. Symphony Pumps in all leather and white canvas and buckskin. We carry narrow widths. Prices $3.50 to $4.50

Party Slippers—new pointed toe lasts—pink, blue and white satin $3.50 a pair

Men's New Models in gun metal and tan shoes—button and lace styles—Walkovers and Florsheims Prices, $3.50 to $6.00

DAVID & ELY CO., Ltd.

Individuality means everything in clothes, but you can’t have it unless they are tailored to order.

If you want real character in your Spring clothes, let us send your measure to our famous Chicago tailors

Ed. V. Price & Co.

C o s t u m e  a n d  C l e a n l y

What makes a "real" man?

Sophomores to Give "The Magistrate"

Sir Arthur Pinero’s "Magistrate," a renowned farce comedy, which has been played with great success in nearly every country in Europe, will be presented here probably March 23rd, by the Sophomore class. Prof. Lehman has the staging of the play changed but has not yet definitely chosen all the cast. It is probable, however, that Miss Collins will fill the role of Azatha Posket, the charming widow recently married to the "Magistrate." Dorothy Taylor has been slated for the part of Charlotte, Agatha’s sister, and the Minxes Himes and Stevenson as Beatrice and Sophie. The selection of the men characters are not yet decided, but it is likely that Herman Stalker will take the part of the little old head-wrinkled "Magistrate," while Stone, Phillips, Grebe, Flodder, McEvans, Night, Benner and Anger are strong contestants for other parts.

Saturday evening, Mrs. Hunter hosted an evening in honor of Don David’s birthday. Those invited were Elizabeth Hayes, Margarette Means, Georgia Kaufman, Gladys Collins, Grace Bogdor, Beth Spauls, Carl Lewis, Bob O’Grady, Harry Soulen, Ted Watts and Buck Phillips.

Irvin Griner, ’13, Law, spent the week end in Palouse.

Prof. and Mrs. H. P. Fosham had as dinner guests, Sunday, Dean O. E. McCombs.

Mrs. Pettijohn arrived from Twin Falls Sunday afternoon to be with her daughter in her illness.

R. D. Leeper ’13, called to his home in Coeur d’Alene Saturday by the sickness of his mother.

Elizabeth Dunn ’11 of Coeur d’Alene City arrived in Moscow Saturday to attend the Gamma Phi initiation.

Delta Gamma entertained internally for Miss Schermerhorn in honor of her birthday Friday evening after the basketball game.

Dr. Hall of the University of Washington and Dr. S. G. Patterson were the dinner guests of Kappa Sigma last Wednesday evening.

Mrs. Jessing, Margaret Nenon, Mary Pecina, Penina Newkirk and Hattie Pettijohn were the guests of Psi Delta Theta at dinner Sunday.

Katherine Pettijohn was faced to undergo a very serious operation for appendicitis Saturday morning, but the latest reports are favorable.

Dorothy Cannon Dodge, R. H. Fliman, Kathryn Smith, Ruth Kaufman and Elizabeth Hayes were the guests of Mrs. J. J. Day at luncheon Friday noon.

A joint party from the university of false attended the small social given by the Kappa Omegas and Psi W. S. C. at Portland Hotel Friday evening.

Many college students took the opportunity to attend the Senior basketball game Monday night between the Moscow High school girls and the Moscow high school boys. At the Moscow High school basketball team, M. B. Kibbey, ex ’16, principal of the Moscow high school academy, announced the pick over.

Miss Elsa Clark and Miss Amelia Brown were hostesses Thursday night at a very merry five-course dinner party at the Green. Brown home on Broad. A colored scheme of red and white was carried out in the beautiful floral decorations, the hand-embroidered place cards and the flowers, all of which succeeded at Valentine’s season. Around the beautiful tables were seated the Misses Merle Leach, Henrietta Alexander, Lilian Clarke, Edith Balfour, Elsa Clarke, Anna Clever, and Misses C. E. Watts, Mavis Kelley, Morton Kennedy, Paul Out- root, Carol Penrose and E. W. Holland. During the evening the guests enjoyed dancing.
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